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ABSTRACT

Automatic speech recognition can potentially bene�t from the lip

motion patterns, complementing acoustic speech to improve the

overall recognition performance, particularly in noise. In this paper

we propose an audio-visual fusion strategy that goes beyond simple

feature concatenation and learns to automatically align the two

modalities, leading to enhanced representations which increase the

recognition accuracy in both clean and noisy conditions. We test

our strategy on the TCD-TIMIT and LRS2 datasets, designed for

large vocabulary continuous speech recognition, applying three

types of noise at di�erent power ratios. We also exploit state of the

art Sequence-to-Sequence architectures, showing that our method

can be easily integrated. Results show relative improvements from

7% up to 30% on TCD-TIMIT over the acoustic modality alone,

depending on the acoustic noise level. We anticipate that the fusion

strategy can easily generalise tomany othermultimodal taskswhich

involve correlated modalities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Human speech interaction is inherently multimodal in nature: we

both watch and listen when communicating with other people.

Under clean acoustic conditions, the auditory modality carries most

of the useful information, and recent state of art systems [5] are

capable of automatically transcribing spoken utterances with an

accuracy above 95%. The visual modality becomes most e�ective
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when the audio channel is corrupted by noise, as it allows us to

recover some of the suppressed linguistic features.

Exploiting both modalities in the context of Automatic Audio-

Visual Speech Recognition (AVSR) has been a challenge. One reason

is the inconclusive research on what are good visual features for

Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) [14]

that match the well established Mel-frequency cepstral coe�cients

for acoustic speech. Another reason is the need for a fusion strategy

of two correlated data streams running at di�erent frame rates [11].

Ourwork addresses both these challenges andwemake a number

of contributions. We introduce an audio-visual fusion strategy that

learns to align the two modalities in the feature space. We embed

this into a state of the art attention-based Sequence-to-Sequence

(Seq2seq) Automatic Speech Recogition (ASR) system consisting

of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) encoders and decoders. We

evaluate the strategy on a LVCSR task involving the two largest pub-

licly available audio-visual datasets, TCD-TIMIT and LRS2, which

contain complex sentences of both read speech and in-the-wild

recordings. Using both of these datasets o�ers repeatability and

allows other researchers to compare their systems directly to ours.

We demonstrate improved performance over an acoustic-only ASR

system for clean speech and also for three types of noise: white

noise, cafe noise and street noise.

The paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we review related

work in the �eld of AVSR. In section 3 we describe our framework

and introduce our audio-visual fusion strategy. Section 4 presents

our experimental results, and we discuss our �ndings in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK

ASR. The work of [5, 15] shows that attention-based Seq2seq mod-

els [1] can surpass the performance of traditional ASR systems

on challenging speech transcription tasks such as dictation and

voice search. These models are characterised by a high degree of

simplicity and generality, requiring minimal domain knowledge

and making no strong assumptions about the modelled sequences.

These properties make them good candidates for the AVSR task,

where the potential bene�t of the visual modality has been limited

by an inability to exploit human domain knowledge for modelling.

In our work, we use attention-based Seq2seq models to encode

representations of both modalities.

Lip-reading.Transcribing speech from the visualmodality alone,

i.e. lip-reading, has improved signi�cantly in recent years thanks

to the advancements in neural networks. While there have been

multiple contributions to the word classi�cation task [7, 13, 20, 22],

the work of [19] transcribes large vocabulary speech at the charac-

ter level, and this is the work most comparable to ours. The visual
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processing front-end consists of a Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN) which learns a hierarchy of features from the training data.

We adopt the CNN variant with residual connections [10], as it

attains competitive results in many computer vision tasks.

Audio-Visual fusion. Some of the earliest audio-visual fusion

strategies are reviewed in [11, 14], broadly classi�ed into feature

fusion and decision fusion methods. In AVSR, feature fusion is the

dominant approach [13, 19]. Yet, as pointed out by [14], concate-

nating features does not explicitly model the stream reliabilities.

Furthermore, [19] observe that the system becomes over-reliant on

the audio modality and apply a regularisation technique where one

of the streams is randomly dropped out during training [12]. Our

method di�ers by always learning from the two streams at the same

time. In addition, while [19] concatenates the sentence summaries,

we learn to correlate the acoustic with the visual features at every

time step, an opportunity to make corrections at much �ner detail.

Several other approaches from related areas focus on modelling

cross-view or cross-modality temporal dynamics and alignment

with modi�cations of gated memory cells [16, 18, 23, 24]. While

these RNN architectures were introduced to address di�culties in

learning long-term dependencies e.g. Long Short-Term Memory

(LSTM) cells [8] or Gated Recurrent Units [6], such dependencies

were still found problematic in Seq2seq models based on gated RNN

cells and lead to the introduction of temporal attention mechanisms

[1]. Thus it seems reasonable to explore such attention mechanisms

for potentially long-range cross-stream interactions rather than

putting additional memorisation burdens on the basic building

blocks. A gating unit is introduced in [21], designed to �lter out un-

reliable features. However, it still takes concatenated audio-visual

inputs, and the synchrony of the streams is only ensured through

identical sampling rate, limiting the temporal context.

3 METHOD

We begin by reviewing attention-based Seq2seq networks in order

to introduce our fusion strategy more clearly in Section 3.5.

3.1 Background

The network consists of a sequence encoder, a sequence decoder

and an attention mechanism. The encoder is based on an RNN

which consumes a sequence of feature vectors, generating interme-

diate latent representations (coined as memory) and a �nal state

representing the sequence latent summary. The decoder is also an

RNN, initialised from the sequence summary, which predicts the

language units of interest (e.g. characters). Because the encoding

process tends to be lossy on long input sequences, an attention

mechanism was introduced to soft-select from the encoder memory

a context vector to assist each decoding step.

Attention mechanisms. Attention typically consists in com-

puting a context vector as a combination of state vectors (values)

taken from a memory, weighted by their correlation score with a

target state (or query).

αi j = score (value j , queryi ) (1)

ci =
∑

j

αi j queryi (2)

Table 1: CNNArchitecture. All convolutions use 3x3 kernels,

except the �nal one. The Residual Block is taken from [10]

in its full preactivation variant.

layer operation output shape

0 Rescale [-1 ... +1] 36x36x3

1 Conv 36x36x8

2-3 Res block 36x36x8

4-5 Res block 18x18x16

6-7 Res block 9x9x24

8-9 Res block 5x5x32

10 Conv 5x5 1x1x128

The context vector c is then mixed with the query to form a

context-aware state vector. So far, this has been used successfully

in Seq2seq decoders, where the query is the current decoder state

and the values represent the encoder memory.

3.2 Inputs

Our system takes auditory and visual input concurrently. The audio

is the raw waveform signal of an entire sentence. The visual input

consists of video frame sequences, centred on the speaker’s face,

which correspond to the audio track. We use the OpenFace toolkit

[3] to detect and align the faces, then we crop around the lip region.

3.3 Input pre-processing

Audio input. The audio waveforms are re-sampled at 22,050 Hz,

with the option at this step to add several types of acoustic noise at

di�erent Signal to Noise Ratios (SNR). Similar to [5], we compute

the log magnitude spectrogram of the input, choosing a window

length of 25ms with 10ms stride and 1024 frequency bins for the

Short-time Fourier Transform, and a frequency range from 80Hz to

11,025Hz with 30 bins for the mel scale warp. Finally, we append

the �rst and second order derivatives of the log mel features, ending

up with a feature of size 90 computed every 10 ms.

Visual input. The lip regions are 3-channel RGB images down-

sampled to 36x36 pixels. A ResNet CNN [10] processes the images

to produce a feature vector of 128 units per frame. The details of

the architecture are presented in Table 1.

3.4 Sequence encoders

Audio and visual feature sequences di�er in length, being sampled

at 100 and 30 Frames per Second (FPS) respectively. Across training

examples, the sequences also have variable lengths. We process

them using two LSTM [8] RNNs. The architecture of the LSTMs

consists of 3 layers of 256 units. We collect the top-layer output

sequences of both LSTMs and also their �nal states, referring to

them as encoding memories and sequence summaries respectively.

3.5 Audio-Visual fusion strategy

This subsection describes the key architectural contribution. Our

premise is that conventional dual-attention mechanisms, such as

the one in [19], overburden the decoder in Seq2seq architectures.

In the uni-modal case, a typical decoder has to perform both lan-

guage modelling and acoustic decoding. Adding another attention
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Figure 1: Proposed Audio-Visual Fusion Strategy. The top

layer cells of the Audio Encoder (red) attend to the top layer

outputs of the Video Encoder (green). The Decoder receives

only the Audio Encoder outputs after fusion with the Video

outputs. For clarity, the Decoder is not fully shown.

mechanism that attends to a second modality requires the decoder

to also learn correlations among the input modalities.

We aim to make the modelling of the audio-visual correlation

more explicit, while completely separating it from the decoder. Thus,

we move this task to the encoder side. Our strategy is to decouple

one modality from the decoder and to introduce a supplementary

attention mechanism to the top layer of the coupled modality that

attends to the encoding memory of the decoupled modality. The

decoder only receives the �nal state and memory of the coupled

encoder’s top layer like a standard uni-modal attention decoder. A

diagram of the fusion strategy is shown in Figure 1.

The queries from Eq. (1, 2) come from the states of the top audio

encoder layer, while the values represent the visual encodermemory.

The acoustic encoder’s top layer can no longer be considered to

hold acoustic-only representations. They are fused audio-visual

representations based on corresponding high level features from

the two modalities matched via attention. This layer could also be

viewed separately as a higher level encoder (red layer in Figure 1)

operating on acoustic and visual hidden representations.

The following intuition motivates our choice. The top layers of

stacked RNNs encode higher order features, which are easier to cor-

relate than lower levels. They provide speech related abstractions

from visual and acoustic features. In addition, any time one feature

stream is corrupted by noise its encodings may be automatically

corrected by correlated encodings of the other stream.

The audio and visual modalities can have two-way interactions.

However, by design only the acoustic modality learns from the

visual. This is because in clean speech, the acoustic modality is dom-

inant and su�cient for recognition, while the visual one presents

intrinsic ambiguities: the same mouth shape can explain multiple

sounds. The design assumes that acoustic encodings can be par-

tially corrected or even reconstructed from visual encodings. One

disadvantage is that an alignment score has to be computed for

each timestep of the much longer audio sequence.

We also note that this fusion strategy explicitly models the align-

ment between each acoustic and all visual encodings. This elegantly

addresses the problem of di�erent frame rates, that traditionally

required slower modalities to be interpolated in order to match the

frame rate of the fastest modality.

3.6 Decoding

Our decoder is a single layer LSTM of 256 units. As in [5], we

use four attention heads to improve the overall performance, while

still attending to a single enhanced memory. The decoder predicts

characters, word level results are inferred by splitting at blanks.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We apply our audio-visual fusion method in the context of LVCSR.

This is a well suited task for measuring the fusion performance, as

correlations between modalities can be captured at the sub-word

level. We also consider that the visual modality has a lot more

to bene�t from full sentences instead of isolated words, as longer

contexts are critical to disambiguate the spoken message, thus

supplying more informative features to the auditory modality.

4.1 Datasets

TCD-TIMIT [9] and LRS2 [4] are the largest publicly available

audio-visual datasets suitable for continuous speech recognition.

We report our results on both datasets.

TCD-TIMIT consists of 62 speakers and more than 6,000 ex-

amples of read speech, typically 4-5 seconds long, from both pho-

netically balanced and natural sentences. The video is laboratory

recorded at 1080p resolution from two �xed viewpoints. We follow

the speaker-dependent train/test protocol of [9].

LRS2 contains more than 45,000 spoken sentences from BBC

television. Unlike TCD-TIMIT it contains more challenging head

poses, but a much lower image resolution of 160x160 pixels.

Our results on LRS2 are not directly comparable with the ones

on LRS [19], which is completely di�erent from LRS2 and was

never publicly released. In addition, LRS2 has a lot more diversity

in content and head poses than LRS. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the �rst audio-visual baseline on LRS2.

We used the suggested evaluation protocol on LRS2 with one

di�erence. The face detection [3] failed on several challenging

videos, so we kept only those where the detection was successful

for at least 90% of the frames. With this rule, we kept approximately

87% of the training videos and 91% of the test videos. To foster

reproducibility, we make available the list of �les used in our subset.

4.2 Training and evaluation procedures

We train several uni- and bimodal Seq2seq systems. The unimodal

networks process only the acoustic input, either in clean form or

additively corrupted by three types of noise: a) White Gaussian

Noise (WGN), b) Cafeteria Noise, and c) Street Noise. The bimodal

networks take both audio and visual inputs at the same time. We

compare our method (AV Align) to an audio-only system (A) and

dual attention feature concatenation [19] (AV Cat).

In training, we directly optimise the cross entropy loss between

ground-truth character transcription and predicted character se-

quence via the AMSGrad optimiser [17]. In evaluation, we measure
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Figure 2: Character Error Rate (CER) [%] on TCD-TIMIT Figure 3: Character Error Rate (CER) [%] on LRS2

the Levenshtein edit distance between them, normalised by the

ground truth length. Our results report this Character Error Rate

(CER) metric in percents. Our results are plotted in Figures 2-3,

while complete numerical values are listed in the appendix.

5 DISCUSSION

We begin by analysing our results on TCD-TIMIT. We �rst notice

relative improvements starting at 7% on clean speech (17.7% CER

down from 19.16%), up to 30% at -5db SNR (32.68% CER down from

46.52%) using our fusion strategy (AV Align) over audio only (A).

The feature concatenation approach (AV Cat) performed between

8% and 14% worse than A, suggesting that the AV Cat strategy is

far from optimal and may be di�cult to train. Indeed, [19] reported

training for 500,000 iterations. They also used a stream dropout

regularisation technique which failed to improve convergence in

our case after training for longer than AV Align took to converge.

Despite again clearly outperforming AV Cat, we see no bene�t

of AV Align over audio-only recognition (A) on LRS2. Our visual

front-end, while e�ective on the limited variability conditions of

TCD-TIMIT, may not be large enough to cope with the much more

demanding conditions, varying poses and larger number of faces.

Although not directly comparable, [19] used a more powerful front-

end architecture with additional pre-training. It is plausible that an

under-performing video feature extraction cannot provide strong

enough support to the audio stream.

Further, we observe in the network outputs a progression through

several stages of learning. At �rst, the decoder forms a strong lan-

guage model learning correct words and phrases. Later, the in�u-

ence of the acoustic decoding increases and the network learns

letter to sound rules, over-generalising like a child and unlearning

some of the correct spellings for words. The comparatively much

larger size of LRS2 allows re-learning the multitude of letter to

sound rules much more reliably, such that it may become the factor

dominating the error rate and driving the training. We may then

expect that the network needs to train longer and past this stage to

start to fully exploit the visual information on LRS2.

With AV Align the network appears to learn how to cope with

noise by leveraging the visual modality. Furthermore, few studies

prior to [19] show improvements in the clean condition, prompting

[2] to call the interactions supplementary rather than complemen-

tary. That our model is able to consistently outperform audio only

recognition on TCD-TIMIT even under clean conditions points to

the inherent acoustic confusability of speech and the potentially

sub-optimal speech recognition process for which the visual signal

may o�er some complementary information. We conclude that the

AV Align strategy e�ectively separates the stream alignment task

from the speech sound classi�cation and language modelling tasks

in the decoder, as opposed to the joint modelling in [19].

One shortcoming of our method is the lack of explicit mod-

elling of the visual stream’s reliability. However, the result on LRS2

suggests that the network may have learnt to discard noisy or

uninformative visual features. An open question is whether the

attention-based fusion strategy is powerful enough to cope with

visual noise, rendering unnecessary a more complex structure.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we introduce an audio-visual fusion strategy for

speech recognition. The method uses an attention mechanism

to automatically learn an alignment between acoustic and visual

modalities, leading to an enhanced representation of speech. We

demonstrate its e�ectiveness on the TCD-TIMIT and LRS2 datasets,

observing relative improvements up to 30% over an audio-only sys-

tem on high quality images, and no signi�cant degradation when

the visual information becomes harder to exploit. Since our strategy

was able to discover structure in an audio-visual speech recogni-

tion task, we expect it to generalise to others tasks where the input

modalities are semantically correlated.

Further to its performance, what makes our fusion strategy at-

tractive is its straightforward formulation: it can be applied to

attention-based Seq2seq approaches by reusing existing attention

code. Not only may it e�ectively generalise to many other multi-

modal applications, but it also allows researchers to easily integrate

our method into their solutions.
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